ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE HELLENIC CAPITAL MARKET COMMISSION

Athens, 23 November 2023

Warning for telephone calls and emails made/sent by persons falsely presenting themselves as officers/executives or representatives or associates of the Hellenic Capital Market Commission or existing national or foreign investment firms.

The Hellenic Capital Market Commission informs investors that it has come to its attention, that persons presented themselves as officers/executives or representatives or associates of the Hellenic Capital Market Commission or existing foreign investment firms make calls to citizens (among other through existing national mobile phone numbers) stating that money were found in their "frozen" accounts in online platforms, investment firms or national or Banks abroad and they are asking (by sending fake documentation referencing the name of the HCMC and with justification “taxation for the capital market”) for personal information and money in order to return them to them.

The Hellenic Capital Market Commission urges investors to be particularly careful and not disclose any personal information to strangers (identity information, telephone numbers, e-mail addresses, bank account and debit or credit card numbers, etc.) and not to send money.

The Hellenic Capital Market Commission does not supervise the markets of cryptocurrencies (cryptoassets) and the provision of services related to investments in cryptocurrencies.